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Abstract—In a technology-fueled world, coding is an essential skill for young people. MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), which are free online courses available to a very large number of people, are an effective and increasingly popular option for teaching scientific topics to a worldwide audience. However, despite the large number of MOOCs available on computer science, there is a scarcity of coding-related MOOCs that are designed for children and teenagers. In this paper, we present a programming MOOC that was recently developed by The University of Edinburgh and Universidad ORT Uruguay for teenager high school students with no prior programming experience. The MOOC was collaboratively developed by the two teams, resulting in a shared instructional design but with a bilingual delivery: “Code Yourself” in English and “A Programar” in Spanish. In this paper, we describe the course design for a young audience and we discuss the international co-development of the course materials. Furthermore, we present results from its simultaneous bilingual delivery in spring 2015, where around 85000 students participated. Student surveys show encouraging results: more than 93% found that the course met or exceeded their expectations, and more than 90% stated that they plan to continue programming in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years there has been a growing interest in promoting and teaching computer programming to a worldwide audience through MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) [1], [2]. A MOOC is a course of study made available over the Internet without charge to a very large number of people [3]. A wide range of MOOCs in Computer Science (CS) are now available [4]. However, there is a scarcity of computer programming MOOCs that are addressed to children and teenagers. We regard this to be an important gap, especially given the worldwide-recognized need to equip the new generation with coding and computational thinking skills [5].

We address this gap through the development of “Code Yourself” [6] and “A Programar” [7], a two-version MOOC that introduces teenagers to programming and computer science. These free online courses have been jointly developed by The University of Edinburgh and Universidad ORT Uruguay, and they share a common instructional design, while their delivery is in English and Spanish, respectively. The innovation of this project lies in i) the course being designed specifically for teenagers, ii) its international co-development and iii) its simultaneous bilingual delivery in spring 2015.

In this paper, we discuss these topics, reflect on decisions made and share lessons learned. We begin by providing background information on coding skills, computational thinking and MOOCs (Section II). Next, we describe the design of our course, and we discuss international and cultural aspects involved in developing bilingual educational content across two continents (Section III). Finally, we present results from the first course delivery in March-April 2015, with a focus on student demographics, their engagement with the course materials and their evaluation of the course (Section IV). We conclude by discussing lessons learned (Section V) and directions for future work (Section VI).

II. BACKGROUND

A. Computational Thinking and Coding Skills

Historically, computing education started in universities and colleges. Next, it was introduced in high-schools, followed by middle schools [8]. In recent decades, however, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) curriculum in K-10 has typically focused on digital literacy, approaching computing as a tool rather than a science, and hence topics around programming and algorithm development have been largely neglected [9]. Over the last few years, a growing number of educators, as well as parents, economists and politicians in Europe and worldwide are starting to recognize the importance of computational thinking and coding skills [5].

Computational thinking (CT) is a term coined by Jeannette Wing and it involves solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science [10]. CT is a problem-solving process that includes, among others: formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other tools to help solve them; logically organizing and analyzing data; representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations; automating solutions through algorithmic thinking; identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions, with the goal of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources; generalizing and transferring this problem.
solving process to a wide variety of problems [11]. As such, computational thinking means more than being able to program a computer — it requires thinking at multiple levels of abstraction [12]. Computational thinking is a fundamental skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists [10], [13]. It is a transferrable skill, and it is pervasive, influencing research in nearly all disciplines [14]. It has been argued that "computational thinking will influence everyone in every field of endeavor" [12]. This vision poses a new educational challenge for our society, especially for our children.

Coding has also been recognized as a key competence, which will have to be acquired by all young students. Coding skills help to understand today’s digitalized society and foster 21st century skills like problem solving, creativity and logical thinking [5]. Programming is not only a fundamental skill of CS and a key tool for supporting the cognitive tasks involved in CT but a demonstration of computational competencies as well [15]. "Contemporaneously, jobs requiring solving unstructured problems, communication, and non-routine manual work have grown as a proportion of the labor market. Under these circumstances, young people’s preparation for the workforce must adapt" [16]. It has also been argued that "to function in society, every citizen in the 21st. century must understand at least the principles of computer science" [17].

There is an increasing interest in including computer science topics in the curricula at K–12 level. The Computer Science Teachers Association in the US and Canada, for instance, has developed a set of learning standards for computer science, which involve the following: to introduce the fundamental concepts of computer science to all students, beginning at the elementary school level; to present computer science at the secondary school level in a way that can fulfill a computer science, math, or science graduation credit; to encourage schools to offer additional secondary-level computer science courses that will allow interested students to study facets of computer science in more depth and prepare them for entry into the work force or college [17].

There are several countries around the world where programming or CS has been or will be introduced into secondary but also early childhood education [5], [18]. England is an exemplary case, as it was one of the first European countries to mandate computer programming in its primary and secondary education in state maintained schools from September 2014 onwards. The newly introduced curriculum for computing in England aims to ensure that all pupils: a) can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation; b) can analyze problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems; c) can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems; and d) are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of ICT [19].

B. Programming Languages and Initiatives for Youngsters

Initiatives and online resources that help younger students learn how to code are currently on the rise. Code.org [20], for instance, offers inspirational videos and short lessons that prompt youngsters to create simple programs by plugging generic programming blocks together. The Codecademy [21] online interactive platform, on the other hand, offers coding classes on widely-used programming languages, such as Java and Python.

Educational programming languages that are particularly designed for younger audiences are also increasingly popular. Representative examples include Scratch [22], Alice [23] and AppInventor [24]. These programming languages are typically fully visual, allowing for “drag-and-drop programming”, where users build programs by dragging blocks from a block palette and snapping them together with other blocks like a jigsaw puzzle. The resulting structures of multiple blocks correspond to entire scripts or programs. These languages are particularly beneficial for younger students because they require less typing, they minimize syntax errors and they are more engaging and visual compared to industry-standard, textual based languages [25].

Scratch is one of the most successful “drag and drop” programming languages, and it is currently being used in a growing number of schools and code clubs worldwide [5]. Scratch was developed by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT, and it is a free educational programming language designed especially for ages 8 to 16 [22]. It was created in order to make it easy and fun for everyone, of all ages, backgrounds, and interests, to program their own interactive stories, games, animations and simulations, and share their creations with one another [26]. Scratch includes an online community with over 11 million registered users and more than 14 million shared projects.

However, the use of Scratch alone may be not sufficient for children to gain a deep understanding of computer science concepts and to develop well-grounded computational thinking and software engineering skills. MOOCs may be particularly useful in this context.

C. MOOCs

“A MOOC is an online course with the option of free and open registration, a publicly shared curriculum, and open-ended outcomes. MOOCs integrate social networking, accessible online resources, and are facilitated by leading practitioners in the field of study” [27]. A MOOC enables students to access high quality academic content. It uses a variety of online resources, such as videos and message boards [28].

There is a growing number of universities worldwide offering MOOCs. This includes renowned American universities, like Stanford, the MIT and Harvard, as well as European organizations, such as the University of Edinburgh [29], [30]. MOOCs are typically hosted in appropriately designed platforms, such as edX, Coursera and FutureLearn. edX is an online learning destination and MOOC provider, founded by Harvard University and the MIT in 2012 [31]. Coursera is a social entrepreneurship company partnering with Stanford, Princeton and other universities, offering currently more than 1,500 MOOCs [32]. FutureLearn is the first UK-led MOOC platform, and it was founded by The Open University.
in 2012 [33]. MOOCs are offered in a wide range of languages, and currently there is an increasing number of language-specific MOOC platforms. For instance, Universia and Telefonica Learning Series created a Spanish platform, called Miriada X, where several Latin American Universities provide MOOCs [34].

The MOOC landscape is still evolving. Setting up MOOCs requires, among other elements, a good understanding and appreciation of learning theories and e-pedagogical strategies. Various learning theories (as behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism, connectivism, etc.) “all have something to offer in the consideration of e-strategies for MOOCs” [35], and Coelho refers especially to constructivism and connectivism [36]. The Community of Inquiry framework for online learning is also of relevance to MOOCs [37]. In this, the educational experience is shaped by three elements: social, cognitive and teaching presence. Social presence is the ability of learners to project themselves socially and emotionally, and it can be cultivated through collaborative activities, among others. Cognitive presence is described as the extent to which learners are able to construct and confirm meaning through sustained discourse, and it can be supported through appropriate scaffolding for online discussions. Finally, teaching presence involves design and organization (e.g. being clear about the course structure, deadlines, assessment, etc.), facilitating discourse and direct instruction. Apart from pedagogical theory, there is also great interest in best practices for developing successful courses. Some lessons learned from existing MOOCs include keeping courses short (ideally up to four weeks, as longer courses lead to more dropouts), keeping the videos short (less than six minutes), and having course instructors project an informal air [38]. It has also been found that students generally engage more with videos where instructors speak faster [39]. Furthermore, including different types of videos, such as talking head, animated slide presentations, tablet capture or combinations, is considered to be a good practice [40]. Including frequent, short quizzes interspersed with content can also enhance student engagement [41]. As far as assessment is concerned, it has been recommended that quizzes should give feedback, deadlines should be clearly specified and, in the case of peer-assessment, guidelines and rubrics with clearly defined tasks should be made available to the reviewer [42].

D. MOOCs in Computer Science

There is a plethora of introductory Computer Science MOOCs. The majority of these teach professional programming languages and are targeted to adults, while only a small number of courses are designed for younger audiences. A MOOC within the first category is “CS50x: Introduction to Computer Science”, which is offered by Harvard University [43]. This is a 12-week, entry level course that teaches students how to think algorithmically and solve problems efficiently. Topics covered include, among others, abstraction, algorithms, data structures, encapsulation, resource management and security. Different programming languages are presented in the course, such as C, PHP, JavaScript, CSS, HTML and Scratch. In our opinion, CS50x is a stimulating course, reflecting the breadth and richness of computer science. However, it might be challenging for youngsters to follow, as the level of difficulty increases quickly throughout the course.

“MyCS: Computer Science for Beginners”, which is offered by Harvey Mudd College [46]. This course is an early introduction to CS, exploring a combination of how computers work and how we can use them to solve interesting problems. It lasts five weeks, throughout which lessons alternate between general CS topics and Scratch programming activities. The course is intended especially for middle school students and their teachers, but it is good for students of all ages [46]. However, it includes relatively few videos and a lot of text guides, and, as mentioned in the syllabus, “there aren’t as many videos as you might expect in more advanced CS courses, nor are the videos as high in production quality as other series you might see”. This might make the course less engaging for students, particularly young ones.

“Programming in Scratch” is another MOOC offered by Harvey Mudd College that is oriented to kids. As explained in the course syllabus, “it has ten main lessons, each of which should take about three hours to complete. Each lesson introduces some new concepts in Scratch by way of a mix of videos, text instructions, and practice questions. After the new concepts are introduced, you’ll have a homework assignment and a quiz to complete.” [47]. This 6-week course provides a thorough introduction to programming with Scratch, but it doesn’t cover more general CS topics, such as computational thinking or software engineering, thus raising questions about the transferability of the skills developed. Furthermore, the course is limited to English. For instance, in the final project, no marks are given to answers that are not in English. There is no peer evaluation.

In Spanish, we could refer to the 5-week MOOC, “Computational Thinking in School”, which presents the main ideas of computational thinking [48]. The course consists of two parts: i) a conceptual introduction to the ideas behind computational thinking and their application in everyday environment, and ii) a practical introduction to the implementation of computational thinking using Scratch. Even though this course enables a deep reflection on computational thinking concepts, its video content may be less engaging for youngsters, as it consists mostly of images with recorded voices, rather than animated videos. The code samples in Scratch are presented, in some cases, first completed and then, that code is split in their components and rebuilt from these components. In our opinion, this approach does not follow the typical problem-solving process that students need to develop.
SM4T (Scratch MOOC for Teens) is another Spanish-speaking MOOC that was developed in 2013 by Universidad ORT Uruguay and Plan Ceibal, which is Uruguay’s one laptop per child -and per teacher- program for public schools and high schools in the country [49]. This 5-week MOOC was specially designed for teenager high school students in Uruguay. Its aim was to promote the development of procedural thinking and problem-solving skills through learning the basics of computer programming using Scratch. The course included short videos, work guides (“recipes” to obtain certain results), self-assessment exercises and Scratch code samples. The course dynamics included showcasing example video games developed using Scratch and then introducing the components needed to build these programs. Different programming concepts were included transversely, as required to resolve or include game functionalities [49]. The course did not include software engineering practices.

To sum up, there are different options for teaching and learning introductory computer science in a MOOC format. According to Adamopoulos, the more satisfied a student is with the professor, the teaching material and the assignments, the more probable he/she is to successfully complete the course [50]. The author also found that projects make the course more engaging, and that peer assessment has a more positive effect on course completion compared to automated feedback. Given these points, we believe that important characteristics for computer science MOOCs, and particularly, teenager-oriented courses, are: interesting and fun topics and challenges, tasks difficulty in accordance with the course level, gradually increasing complexity of tasks, different types of evaluation (including peer evaluation), and attractive and well-designed videos. In our opinion, none of the presented courses included all these characteristics.

III. COURSE DESIGN

A. Objective and description

In order to address this gap, we have developed “Code Yourself” [6] and “A Programar” [7], a two-version MOOC that is delivered in English and Spanish, respectively. Our objective with this MOOC is to teach the fundamentals of computer programming to teenagers worldwide, while promoting the development of computational thinking and the use of basic practices in software engineering. No previous programming experience is required. By the end of the course, students are expected to:

- Understand and apply fundamental principles and concepts of computer science;
- Analyze problems in computational terms;
- Understand and follow basic software engineering practices; and
- Design, create, debug, reuse and re-purpose computer programs in Scratch.

We have decided to use Scratch because it works particularly well with youngsters, as its visual nature allows them to abstract from syntax and, instead, focus on computational thinking. Our aspiration with this MOOC is that it will equip young students with a solid understanding of the foundations of computing, allowing them to move to different programming languages or take a more advanced programming course in the future.

The curriculum looks as follows:

- Unit 1: Your First Computer Program: Introduction to Algorithms; How to Use Scratch; Introduction to Selection; Iteration; Simple games and animations with Sequence, Selection and Iteration
- Unit 2: Code Gone Loopy!: Loops; Event-driven Programming; Abstraction and Decomposition; Software Requirements, Design and Implementation
- Unit 3: Remixing Games: Variables; Complex Conditions; Nested Loops; Software Testing and Documentation
- Unit 4: Reusing Your Code: Procedures; Generalization; Cloning; Modularity and Flexibility
- Unit 5: Think Like a Software Engineer: Software Development Approaches; Coordination; Zombie Game; What Next?

In order to make the curriculum appealing to youngsters, each unit is presented from a practical angle, as a series of fun challenges to be tackled when building games and animations in Scratch. For instance, Unit 3 includes remixing a game, originally built in the previous unit, in which the player navigates a helicopter through a sky full of clouds. The game extension involves counting the number of times the helicopter touches a cloud, for which we need to introduce the concept of variable. Hence, the main narrative of the course is around guiding students to create interesting programs, while the theoretical concepts are introduced as required to include program functionality. Furthermore, open challenges are included in each unit, so as to foster creativity and experimentation when programming.

The MOOC lasts 5 weeks and contains approximately 1 hour of weekly lectures in the form of short videos (3-5 minutes), supported by texts and Scratch code examples. Additionally, optional in-video quizzes are embedded in the lectures, so as to help students verify their understanding of the concepts taught, as well as enhance student engagement [41]. Fig. 1 presents a video snapshot of “Code Yourself”. Interviews with experts in computer science and other fields are also included to reflect on the topics covered each week and show links with other facets of real life. In Fig. 2 there is a snapshot of the materials in “Code Yourself” (the materials in “A Programar” are similar). The options shown on the right side of each video link are: forum access, code samples, video downloads and transcripts.

Assessment is based on quizzes and peer-reviewed projects, which enable students to acquire practical programming experience. This approach allows for richer evaluation, as recommended by Cooper and Sahami [51]. There are 5 multiple choice quizzes, worth 10 points each. Students can attempt each quiz at most 5 times and the final grade awarded is the highest grade achieved. All quizzes...
include multiple choice or true/false questions and give feedback for incorrect answers. There are 2 peer-reviewed projects, worth 20 and 30 points respectively. The first project involves creating an animation that introduces two characters and a place of interest. It includes the application of basic concepts like algorithm, sequence and selection. The second project is a game called “Homesick Cody”, where the student helps Cody (an alien character used in the course) to go back to his planet. This game includes almost all concepts presented in the course. Apart from submitting their own projects, students are expected to evaluate the work of at least 3 of their classmates. Clear directions and rubrics are provided for this task, as recommended by Youssef et al [42]. Peer assessment brings pedagogical, metacognitive and affective benefits [52], supporting the social presence of students and allowing them to compare different approaches and employ critical judgment. Students are also prompted to include their own comments for improving the game reviewed. Students successfully complete the course when they obtain at least 50% of the available points. Upon successful completion, they receive a “statement of accomplishment” (certificate) issued by Universidad ORT Uruguay and The University of Edinburgh, signed by both instructors.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of a “Code Yourself” video

B. Co-development of the course and considerations

The educational content was designed and developed together by Universidad ORT Uruguay and The University of Edinburgh. ORT’s team included a General Coordinator, three Computer Science teachers, two platform Specialists, four Audio Visual Specialists, four Multimedia Specialists, and one expert in Educational Evaluation. The University of Edinburgh team was similar. We also had the support of Coursera Specialists, as the MOOC was developed for the Coursera platform [32].

This international collaboration was enabled through regular virtual meetings, during which we defined the instructional design and discussed ideas. After developing some initial ideas remotely, we organized a face-to-face 3-day meeting in Edinburgh, which allowed us to decide on the final shape of the course. This visit consolidated the team and made the communication more fluent, allowing for an even smoother collaboration thereafter.

During the design and creation process, we versioned the documents carefully and we used a common document sharing platform, which allowed us to collaborate and co-develop the materials. Our original plan was to first develop the material fully in English and then translate it to Spanish. During the first weeks of our collaboration, however, we noticed that it would be better to develop the material together in a mix of English and Spanish, to allow each teacher to write faster in their own mother tongue. The teachers speak both languages. The final versions in each language were written at the very end, when we agreed on all the concepts, examples, quizzes, and all the details to be used.

We took into account the target audience when designing the course content. We tried to create an international and open course with no differences (gender, geographical considerations, social context, prior knowledge, etc.). Materials were designed so as to be attractive and relevant to young people. We considered using examples interesting for boys and girls, teens and also adults, and we included different types of games and animations. Some examples are: the classic Pong game with two variations, “Pizza Pong” and “Shooting penalties”; drawing a garden of flowers; and a more advanced game, called “Chasing Zombies”, which has multiple characters and backgrounds.

We developed together the complete set of scripts and discussed in detail each proposal and example. When designing learning experiences and assessments, we considered the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy which considers two dimensions: cognitive process and knowledge [53]. The cognitive process dimension moves from remembering to understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating. The knowledge dimension includes factual, conceptual, procedural and metacognitive knowledge. In our case, the assignments are reflective and encourage deep analysis, which is recommended by Bali [54]. In particular, peer review activities involve applying, evaluating and some level of metacognitive learning. Quizzes involve factual and conceptual knowledge. They focus not only on remembering and understanding, but they also include questions that promote deep reflection.

As far as communication is concerned, two main channels are used: discussion forums and emails. Discussion forums allow students to interact with each other and learn together, thus supporting their social and cognitive presence, as conceptualized in the Community of Inquiry framework. We encourage forum participation by inviting students to introduce themselves in the social forum, as well as by including in the videos some questions to be discussed in the forums. Some guidelines around the use of the forums is also included in the course website. To promote student-faculty contact, weekly mails and announcements are also included.
Based on our previous experience presented in [49], we wrote the entire collection of scripts, which we divided in “videos” rather than “chapters”. This division was very useful for predicting the duration of each video. We used visual resources, such as drawings, animations, images and fonts, which were developed by the two teams and shared. The final versions of all text and visual resources were checked by our communication specialists, who gave us valuable suggestions for refining and adjusting them to account for a young and worldwide audience, from different countries, cultures and backgrounds.

After finalizing the texts, we recorded the videos. In this process, we used a teleprompter to allow the teachers to be more comfortable during the recording. All the teachers (including teaching assistants) transmitted energy and enthusiasm, making direct eye contact with the camera. We also used discrete make-up and non-distracting clothes, opting for long sleeve shirts for cultural reasons. We selected interesting but non-distracting backgrounds to make the experience of the course better: an interior space with exterior view that does not distract students. In particular, we chose a background through a window where the perceived elements form a whole and none of them stands out or captures our attention, so that the central point of focus is the teacher. In some units we decided to record with a rainy background and others were recorded on a sunny day, so as to distinguish between them. This was also achieved by wearing different clothes for different units. In the Spanish version we filmed mainly in an office with sunny and rainy Uruguayan coast side background. In the English course we chose mostly offices and beautiful spaces on the university campus. Following the recommendation by Alario et al [40], we included videos of different types: talking head, animated slides, stop motion animations, drawings, and screen captures when coding in Scratch.

Furthermore, we decided to include an animated alien character that asks interesting questions during the videos. This character was also included in the exercises. Its name, “Cody”, was chosen considering both languages. In Fig. 3 there is a snapshot of the instructor in “A Programar” and Cody.

The videos were similar in the two languages. The only difference in the final videos was around the use of music. In the Spanish version we included a short characteristic tune at the beginning and the end of each video, while in the English version this was not included. It is also worth noting that closed captions were included for all videos in both languages.

All the interviews in English and Spanish were included in both courses, thus reinforcing the idea that “Code Yourself” and “A Programar” are essentially different versions of the same course. Interviewees were selected carefully, so as to cover a wide range of ethnic backgrounds, ages, genders and expertise. The objective was to relate the principles of computer science to different areas, for instance biotechnology, robotics or even jewelry making. The video settings were also carefully selected, for example in the referred interviews they were: a biochemistry laboratory, a robotics lab and an actual jewelry workshop.

“Code Yourself” and “A Programar” materials were pretested with different groups of students in both the United Kingdom and Uruguay. We showed students course videos and Scratch examples, and asked them for comments and recommendations. Their proposals were included in our final versions.

IV. COURSE DELIVERY – 1ST. SESSION

This bilingual MOOC was first delivered during 9th March- 12th April 2015. Both “Code Yourself” and “A Programar” were launched simultaneously. The promotion of the course was made via Facebook, Google AdWords, and academic networks. Table I presents the main statistics related to enrollment, engagement and course completion. More than 4/5 of the students indicated that they have no CS background.

As shown in Table I, completion rates for “Code Yourself” and “A Programar” are 2.68% and 6.3%, respectively. These are comparable to the average completion rate for Coursera MOOCs, which is 5% [55]. It is also worth noting that the completion rate for two Spanish-speaking MOOCs in CS was 3.99% [56], and, hence, “A Programar” achieved better results.

In Table II we include information related to gender, age and native language. As far as gender is concerned, in CS and Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) courses, men outnumber women by five to one, on average [29]. In our course, the proportion was almost one to one (in
Many participants who enroll in MOOCs never have the intention to complete them at all [55],[58]. Ho et al. mention that 57% of HarvardX and MITx students that responded to a survey stated their intent to earn a certificate, and 24% of these respondents earned certificates [29]. We observed a similar value (25.64%) in “A Programar” but in “Code Yourself” this value was lower (16%). This difference may be related to the students’ native language, considering that their CS background was similar (more than 80% of the students have no previous CS knowledge in both courses). However, further research would be needed to verify this claim.

In Table III we provide data related to the geographical distribution of our students. We have 197 different countries in “Code Yourself” and 117 in “A Programar”. The different distributions can be explained by the language of each course. For instance, it comes to no surprise that Mexico, Spain and Colombia are amongst the top 5 countries for “A Programar”. We have collected feedback from the students through an optional survey at the end of the course. The main data is presented in Table IV and Figure 4. The vast majority of the students that completed the survey found that the course met or exceeded their expectations (93% “Code Yourself”, 95% “A Programar”, see Fig 4.), and also would recommend the course to a friend (96-98%). Their future plans to continue programming only in Scratch

Some quotes from “A Programar” participants follow: “I loved the way the teacher explained things, the quality of the videos, the exercises, how Software Engineering concepts were explained through something as simple as a game in Scratch.”; “It was the best course I have taken, honestly, resources and evaluations were adapted to the program”, and “Many congratulations on your work. Good course with a gradual increase in difficulty and the level of programming. Good evidence of knowledge and good work in the forums.”. Feedback from “Code Yourself” participants includes the following: “Outstanding quality of teaching”; “I was amazed
of how well the course and the material was developed and taught. Brilliant!’; “It was an exciting course and I certainly learnt a lot from it”; and “Thanks for the wonderfully designed course and introducing me to programming.”

V. LESSONS LEARNED

In this section we discuss lessons learned from the first delivery of the course, including challenges and approaches for tackling them. For instance, we noticed that some students reported technical difficulties related to their user account on the Coursera platform. After investigating this further, we realized that some students registered twice or more times for the course: they used their Facebook, Google or other accounts. To try to solve this, we put some comments in the forums.

We also assumed that students would be competent with regards to downloading, saving or uploading files. However, there was a large number of questions about these topics in the forums. Therefore, we developed and included new videos with thorough explanations: how to download/upload a file, how to save a file, etc.

Another frequently asked question was related to verified certificates. In the Coursera platform, there were two options at that time: a free unverified identity certificate and one that is paid-for, with verified identity (through webcam and writing pattern recognition). We explained this point in the forums to avoid confusion. We also noticed that some students did not check in the course specification which activities were compulsory and which were optional. We, thus, had to put more emphasis on these differences and highlight that forum participation was optional.

With regards to forum use, we noticed that many students did not follow a particular thread, but instead they created a new one for the same question or topic. We tried to minimize this problem of redundancy by moving some threads around and including more guidelines. We decided to keep teacher participation in the forums relatively low. Our rationale for this was that we didn’t want to monopolize discussions, and instead wanted to shift the focus to the students, promoting student collaboration. Most of the time we did not reply to questions directly, but instead we waited for a response from other students. Only in special cases did teaching staff answer a question, particularly when a wrong answer was given or a misconception was discussed. We believe that this approach worked well, as discussions in the forums were vibrant and we could sense a strong community feeling among students.

As explained in Section III-B, we took into account the target audience when developing the course material. One point that we missed was color blind people. A student suggested that we should avoid examples that refer only to particular colors. An example of this is a game, in which the player is meant to move a cat to touch a green, orange or violet balloon.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented a bilingual MOOC that introduces teenagers to programming and computer science. We described the course design and development, and we presented results from its first delivery in 2015. Given the student feedback and results, we evaluate this experience as very good. The vast majority of students stated that the course met or exceeded their expectations and that they plan to continue programming (in Scratch and other programming languages) in the future. This is remarkable, as one of our aspirations with this course was to provide students with a solid grounding in computing that would inspire them to develop their programming skills further. It is worth noting that for both course development teams, the MOOC experience was exciting and challenging. We also found that the international and collaborative element of this project helped create a course of high quality, which would have not been achieved by a single team. In this paper, we have discussed aspects of the co-design and co-development experience, and we have shared lessons learned, which can be useful for other teams that decide to develop MOOCs in a collaborative fashion.

“Code Yourself” and “A Programar” are currently being offered on Coursera in an “auto-cohort” mode, which means that new sessions begin every month. The overall material is almost the same as previously, while some resources have been improved based on the experience of the first session (e.g. new detailed guides on how to manage Scratch files have been included). Furthermore, course mentors are now included in the new format. These are high-performing students from the first session, who have been invited to attend the new, auto-cohort sessions and support the students in the forums.

As future work, we plan to analyze and compare the results of the course in the new mode with the previous one and the long-term impacts. Moreover, we are working on a Portuguese version of the course, called “Programar-se”.
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